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Traffic volumes on the Internet continue to increase,
with the same links carrying the same data multiple
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This was a master thesis project that involved
building on existing research and simulators,
simulating a multi-level hierarchical network cache
system and its resulting performance, with varying
parameters such as placement and sizing of the
individual cache nodes.
One of the goals of the thesis work was to improve
and integrate the simulation frameworks used as a
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with the improved framework and shed light on how
a high Quality of Experience (QoE) can be achieved
within this kind of cache system, varying the input
parameters.
An improved and integrated simulation framework
was produced, including improved visualization
capabilities. Using this improved simulation
framework, the behavior of the cache system was
studied, in particular how the system behaves with
static and dynamic cache sizing approaches.
Conclusions drawn are e.g. that the dynamic sizing
approach deployed can be a good way to achieve a
high QoE. Finally, future research opportunities are
identified.
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Sammanfattning
Trafikvolymerna på Internet fortsätter att öka, och samma kopplingar får bära samma
data flera gånger. Cachning i nätet kan lindra uppkomsten av mycket av den överflödiga
trafiken genom att lagra populära objekt nära slutanvändarna.
Detta var ett examensarbete som involverade att bygga vidare på existerande forskning
och simulatorer och simulera ett nätverkscachesystem med flera nivåer samt observera
dess resulterande prestanda med varierande parametrar som placering och storlek på
cachenoder i nätverket.
Ett av målen med examensarbetet var att förbättra och integrera simulationsramverken
som var projektets utgångspunkt. Ett annat mål var att köra simuleringar med det
förbättrade ramverket och visa på hur en hög upplevelsekvalitet kan uppnås med hjälp
av ett cachesystem av denna typ, med olika inparametrar.
Ett förbättrat och integrerat simuleringsramverk producerades, inklusive förbättrade
möjligheter till visualisering. Med användning av detta förbättrade ramverk studerades
beteendet hos cachesystemet, inte minst hur systemet beter sig med statiska och
dynamiska tillvägagångssätt för val av storlek på cachenoderna. Dragna slutsatser är
bl.a. att det dynamiska tillvägagångssättet som tillämpas i projektet kan vara ett bra sätt
att uppnå en hög nivå av upplevelsekvalitet. Slutligen identifierades olika möjligheter
för framtida forskning.
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1. Introduction
Traffic volumes on the Internet continue to increase [2, 14, 13], with the same links
carrying the same data multiple times, e.g. for two Swedish users downloading the same
file from the same American server, the same data bits could be carried twice over e.g.
the same transatlantic backbone link. This redundancy is a burden on both the network
links and the servers hosting the content in question.
In-network caching or the usage of Content Distribution Networks (CDNs), in effect
spreading copies of content around the globe, can alleviate much of the redundant traffic
by storing popular items close to the users, approximately somewhere along the path
from the content provider to the end-user. This can lead to e.g. reduced latency to access
a particular data item, improved throughput and/or reduced economical costs. For
workloads such as video streaming, reduced latency can allow e.g. shorter buffering
times, leading to a vastly improved QoE (Quality of Experience) for end-users.
Keeping less popular content in the caches, dimensioning the caches in a suboptimal
way, or placing the caches wrong, are all factors that can lead to the use of caching
being costly and inefficient. For the streaming video example, if the cache contains
some bits of a video, but not the whole video, latency might be uneven and combined
with low buffering times this can cause the video to freeze and re-buffer. It is difficult to
determine how to tune these parameters, since the content popularity dynamics differ
across time and on a regional basis in not easily modeled ways. Regulating caches in a
way to allow a high and also stable efficacy, while keeping costs and redundancy low,
would indeed be useful to achieve a high QoE.

1.1 Problem statement
In this work, the problem that was studied was how different factors, e.g. cache
placement and cache size, affect cache effectiveness. Since it is a complex problem that
depends on e.g. complex human behavior, a purely analytical solution is not practical,
and simulation is appropriate. The simulator used in this work is based on simulators
used in earlier research.
The goals of this thesis work were to:
1) improve the simulation framework based on work done for earlier research, and
thus provide an improved tool that can enable future research opportunities
2) analyze cache dynamics using this tool, thus shedding light on how one could
achieve reliably high cache effectiveness and thus high QoE, and how the
different factors (e.g. size and placement) affect cache effectiveness

!
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2. Background
2.1 Caching
In this context, caching is storing a copy of data from a data source in another location
(called a cache) closer to the user. The cache is typically faster to access than the data
source, while also being smaller in size, so it cannot hold the complete catalog of data
that is contained in the data source. Rather, an ideal cache holds the portion of the data
that is likely to be accessed again in the near future.
Caching is used everywhere in computer science and engineering, e.g. in networking
and computer hardware. In computer hardware, caching is e.g. used to store copies of
data from main memory in cache memory, much smaller, faster and closer to the CPU
than main memory. This enables the CPU to perform multiple consecutive
computations on a piece of data without going all the way to the main memory all the
time, being an enabler of today’s fast computer systems. Normally, multiple levels of
caches are applied, so that there are registers inside the processor that are tiny in size
and very fast (i.e. a “level 0” cache), a L1 (level 1) cache very close to the CPU, and
slower than the registers. There might be e.g. L1-L3, with L3 being the largest, furthest
away from the processor, and slowest to access. If an item does not exist in the registers,
L1 is checked, and L2, and so on. If an item is not contained in any cache, it is fetched
from main memory (RAM).
In networking, a similar problem exists: end-users (analogous to the processor) wanting
to access content from a data source server (analogous to main memory), e.g. someone
watching a Youtube video. The end-to-end principle of network/IP communications
means that by default, no cache scheme is applied when requesting content; rather a
data pipeline is established with the content provider (data source) for every end-user. In
practice, this would never scale to big sites with heavy content (e.g. Youtube), which is
why such sites deploy so called Content Distribution Networks (CDNs), which are
servers spread around the globe that store copies of popular content, typically close to
the end-users. In such a scenario, requests are routed via Youtube to a CDN server
appropriate for each user. This is a form of cache, albeit one not provided natively by
the network, but manually deployed by the data provider (Youtube) out of practical
necessity. Analogous to the computer memory case, multiple levels (a hierarchy) of
caches might be deployed also in the network caching scenario.
!
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When requesting data from a cache, if it is contained there and thus can be accessed
directly from there, this is termed a cache hit, and if the requested item does not exist in
the cache, and thus has to be fetched from further up in the cache hierarchy, a cache
miss has occurred for that cache. If the requested item is contained in a cache further up
in the hierarchy, a cache hit for that cache also occurs. For a specific cache, the concept
of a hit rate (% of requests that hit) can trivially be calculated, based on e.g. an average
of the last N requests (hits/misses). An alternative measure, the byte request rate, is
calculated as the ratio between the number of bytes obtained from a cache over the total
number of bytes requested.
2.1.1 Push-based and pull-based caching
Populating a cache based on actual content usage dynamics, filling it up and clearing it
out based on a policy is termed pull-based caching. This is akin to cache memory for
processors (as mentioned above), where caches are filled on-demand when content is
requested from the data source. This is contrasted with push-based cache, where content
is explicitly pushed in advance to different caches, based on an expectation of when and
where the content will be popular. Typical content classes pushed to push-based caches
(in practice, to push-based CDNs) are e.g. operating system updates and video files,
which both are relatively large files. The topics of this thesis are relevant to both types
of caching, but the simulations actually performed are based on traditional (pull-based)
caching.
In pull-based caching, when the capacity of a cache is used up, i.e. the cache is 100%
filled up, a policy is needed to determine which item to evict from the cache to make
room for the new item, termed a cache eviction policy. Typical policies are e.g. LRU
(least-recently-used) and LFU (least-frequently-used), whose names are probably selfexplanatory. To be clear, usage of LRU implies that the item contained in the cache that
was least-recently accessed, i.e. has the largest delta of the current time subtracted by
time of last access, will be evicted. In contrast, usage of LFU implies that the item in the
cache with the lowest number of total accesses (a counter for each item) will be
removed. When running the simulations in this project, the policy used is one of the
factors (input parameters) which can be varied and which can affect cache effectiveness.
The policy can affect the hit rate. Given that content popularity is very short-term and
thus content that is popular now is not necessarily going to be popular in the future,
LRU should result in a higher hit rate than LFU, since it will then evict item that was
last used long ago, whereas LFU would be preferable if the content popularity is rather
constant over a long period of time, since the frequency of use will be recorded over a
long period and with that metric used to evict.
!
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2.1.2 Dynamics
A cache captures complex network behavior. This is because it sits between a dynamic
population of users and a dynamic population of content. Typically, dynamic means
new content and users appear, rather than disappear. Even considering these two
dynamics, caches will capture the intersection of data and requests if installed between
users and content. These dynamics are complex, and not easily modeled.
For instance, popularity of old episodes of a TV show video stream might increase in
the hours close in time to the release of the latest episode, as some users will realize
they have missed the previous episodes when they are about to watch the latest, just
released, episode. Alternatively, they can e.g. realize that they would like to see a whole
previous season when a new season starts airing. Another example of dynamics tricky
for caches is the release of a viral video, whose popularity might explode over a very
short time period, then plummet shortly afterwards. Content popular in specific
geographical regions, due to a common language and culture, or other factors, are other
examples.
These complex dynamics make it hard to just use a conventional cache eviction policy
(e.g. LFU or LRU), and achieve reliable high hit rates. Instead, the variance of the hit
rate will typically be high in a statically sized conventional cache, unless the cache is
very big, which is very costly and thus not a realistic alternative. The Internet contains
at least 10!" different documents [18], some of substantial size in bits, making it
infeasible to cache everything at every cache.
2.1.3 CDNs and ICN
Usage of CDNs (described above) is a way to perform caching, typically used in a pushbased manner. The drawbacks of the simplicity of the TCP/IP protocols, and in
particular the end-to-end principle, which govern the Internet, makes this the most
practical way to perform caching. An alternative, to build new network protocols might
not be realistic for the near future, but offers interesting possibilities for research.
Such research, in e.g. ICN (Information-centric networking) [1], involves changing the
network protocols to allow for, inter alia, automatic in-network caching. This involves
giving the network protocols a notion of different pieces of data (files), which can,
directly or indirectly, be requested from “the network”, not just from a specific server
like in today’s Internet. Independent of whether network caching is deployed in an adhoc way through CDNs, or in a standard way through e.g. ICN-based in-network
caching; how to populate, dimension and place the caches are important parameters.
Thus, the work of this thesis is relevant to both these classes of network caching.
!
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2.1.4 Content popularity modeling – Zipf’s law
It has been empirically shown that the popularity distribution of a set of items on the
web can be approximated using a Zipf relative popularity distribution [31]. Other
phenomena that follow Zipf’s law are e.g. the relative popularity of words in natural
languages, e.g. the English language. The word “the” is approximately uttered twice as
often as the next most popular word “of”, and three times as often as “and”. And the
fourth most uttered word would be uttered approximately ¼ times as often as “the”.
More formally, for the kth most popular word, its relative popularity (frequency of
!

utterance) is given by ! ! = ! ! ! .
The parameter α of the Zipf distribution thus determine how heavy-tailed the
distribution is, i.e. in our case how much the relative popularity between content items
differ. In the English language case, α ≈ 1 [31]. How heavy-tailed a distribution of
Internet data items is matter for e.g. if it is feasible to deploy a caching scheme, as, in
the extreme case, it might be the case that a certain item is never requested again.
When simulating a system of network caches, using synthetic, randomly generated data
based on a Zipf distribution can be an alternative to a real network traffic trace that can
be difficult to obtain. In this thesis project Zipf-based synthetic data streams have been
used, also complemented by a real data trace from a cellular ISP (Internet service
provider).

2.2 Cache placement
When deploying a network cache system, there is a possibility to use more than one
individual cache server. Different topologies of interconnected caches could together
form a multi-node cache network. Reasons this could be useful are e.g. that a cache
close to users in a specific geographic region could offer low latency and also contain a
locally popular part of the available content, e.g. Swedes might be interested in
Swedish-language content, while a higher-level cache server close to the data source
might unburden the actual data source server.
The network topology of such a system could e.g. be structured in a simple, hierarchical
structure, e.g. a binary tree, with the leaf caches being the ones connected to end-users.
This kind of cache system is somewhat akin to multi-level computer cache memory,
where e.g. two processors could have their own caches, while also relying on a common
higher-level cache and the actual main memory (also shared amongst processors).
!
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If the network is structured as a tree, a factor which could be varied is the fan-out,
which determines how many nodes are direct children of every non-leaf node. By
definition, in a binary tree, the fan-out is set to two 2. A larger fan-out value might be
realistic in the case of e.g. having a common cache close to the data source, and one per
country (close to different end-users), it should however be noted that this can also
conceivably be constructed through multiple levels, e.g. having a Europe-wide cache as
an intermediate level and under that having caches for all European countries. One of
the factors studied in this work, which affect cache effectiveness, is the fan-out. Finally,
it should be noted that structuring the topology as a symmetric tree probably is a
simplification of actual network topologies, albeit one that is good enough for
simulations.
In Bjurling et al [8] the authors compare the effectiveness of edge caching versus
pervasive caching. They compare this using their Python-based simulator efraimsim,
based on the Python packages NetworkX and SimPy. Edge caching refers to caching
only close to the users, i.e. at the network edges. Pervasive caching is where caching
occurs on all levels in a multi-cache network of caches. More specifically, the authors
compare the situations in two papers with differing views on whether edge caching or
pervasive caching is desirable. The authors conclude that which option is preferable
depends on the situation i.e. the parameters of the simulation, e.g. the topology of the
cache network.

2.3 Cache sizing and storage
The size of individual caches in a network cache system can vary, and would typically
be a multiple of common hard disk sizes, e.g. 1, 2, 4, 6 or 8 TB, for practical reasons.
All the drive capacity will not be utilized for actual cache content, there will also be
overhead for e.g. metadata and administrative data. Disk access speed is ignored in this
work, as it is believed to be negligible.
Marsh et al [23] compared the performance of different parameters such as cache size
and cache eviction policies in a hierarchical tree of caches. Used in this research was the
tool fmdcache, implemented in C++. This tool simulates a hierarchical tree of caches
with customizable number of levels and fan-out, resulting in a varying cache network
topology, but always in the form of a balanced tree. Different eviction policies can also
be set. In such a hierarchical cache tree, the capacity of individual caches will be
smaller than the capacity of the data source (which holds all the data in the catalog).
Thus, the caches will need to be evicted based on a cache eviction policy, which is also
provided for by the simulator.
!
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2.3.1 Dynamic sizing and a control theoretic approach
In Marsh et al [22] the authors specify an algorithm for dynamic cache sizing of a single
cache, based on a hit rate sampled from the most recently recorded hits and misses of
the cache. The goal is to target a specific hit rate percentage target and to minimize the
variance in the hit rate by dynamically and continually sizing the cache. A motivation
for this is e.g. that a lower but more stable hit rate might be preferable to a higher hit
rate with high variance, and that disk space is valuable, and superfluous space could be
used for other ends.
The algorithm used to sample hits and misses is a simple average of the last N hits. The
sampled hit rate is fed back in a PI-controller-based control loop, with a setpoint desired
hit rate to target. In this control loop the actuator (input to the system, “substance” to be
controlled) is the cache size. The reference (or setpoint) hit rate is set to a desired and
achievable value e.g. 70%. Setting it too high, for instance to 100%, would be infeasible
since the cache would have to contain a very large fraction of the data items on the
Internet and thus be very large.
The authors both use a standard control theory (Ziegler-Nichols) approach to obtain the
two parameters for (and thus tune) the PI controller, and a hand-tuned approach with
which they obtain a better result, i.e. a lowered variance in the hit rate compared to
Ziegler-Nichols. The hand-tuned approach used was to first study the static phase of the
system, i.e. how long it takes for the output (hit rate) to stabilize in an open-loop
(without control), and second to study the dynamic response in terms of plant signature
by filling a cache quickly and letting the hit rate stabilize. The findings in that work
besides the lowered hit rate variance include, inter alia, a characterization of the
workload.
In practice, dynamic cache sizing would occur not by physical reorganization of hard
drives, but through movement of a software barrier, which can make the whole concept
feasible. Conceivably, the part of the physical disk unused by the pull-based cache can
be used for e.g. the storage needs of another company, or for a push-based cache.

2.4 Related research
This master thesis project was performed at SICS Swedish ICT in Kista, Sweden, where
several related research projects and researchers can be identified. In particular, the
work on cache sizing, placement policies and control theoretic approaches already
mentioned, done by Ian Marsh (the thesis advisor of this master thesis project) et al,
[23] and [22], is very closely related to this thesis project. In fact, the author of this
master thesis project will be amongst the authors of the upcoming revised version of the
paper on a control theoretic approach [22]. Additionally, the work by Björn Bjurling et
al on cache placement and pervasive caching [8], also mentioned above, was also done
at SICS.

!
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In Marsh et al [23], the authors use a simulation framework of a hierarchical tree of
network caches and show that e.g. access latency can be reduced by applying a multilevel cache tree, and compare how different eviction policies perform. Marsh et al [22]
simulate a dynamically sized single cache, using a control theoretic approach to
determine the size, and manage to target a specified hit rate with 70% lower variance
than using a standard control theoretic (Ziegler-Nichols) approach, and they
characterize the workload that they apply in the simulation. Finally, in Bjurling et al [8]
the authors compare performance of pervasive and edge-only caching, and conclude that
which is preferable is not clear but depend on parameters used for the simulation.
All of the research mentioned in the previous two paragraphs is used as a basis for this
master thesis project, both in terms of theoretical understanding and as a basis for the
simulation framework built and used in this project, and that research is thus highly
related. Presented below is a result of a literature study to determine other related
research, i.e. to find the state of the art in network caching research and related research
topics.
2.4.1 The state of the art
Within the topic of ICN [33], these relevant research projects have been identified.
Badov et al [5] studies the performance of ICN-based in-network caching, and they
conclude that the performance achieved is based on traditional metrics, e.g. hit rate. The
following ICN-related simulators are described. Icarus is a caching simulator written in
Python, which supports both the simulation of purely caching-related issues and ICNbased implementations. Ndnsim, based on an earlier simulator called Ns-3 [25], is a
ICN network simulator written in C++, providing object-oriented abstractions on
different levels (layers) in a modular way. Finally, Ccnsim is a supposedly scalable
simulator, simulating on a per-chunk level the performance of caching scenarios [12].
The claimed performance of the simulator is to be able to simulate 20 hours of real time
in about 20 minutes, for 50 nodes with 10 GB cache each, and with the server holding a
catalog the size of 100 TB.
Crovella et al [15] looked at web traffic self-similarity, and also explained the concepts.
Self-similarity is, in this case, the notion that the web traffic can have bursts when
viewed on all time horizons, e.g. it will look bursty (have high variance in places) when
viewed e.g. both over a week or over a minute. They concluded that self-similarity can
exist during high traffic, in terms of both of the factors user think time and data
transmission time.
!
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Breslau et al [10] studied web caching and Zipf-like distributions. They found evidence
in real web traffic that confirms that it could be modeled with a Zipf-like distribution
with α set to a range between 0.64-0.83. Barford et al [6] looked at the changes in web
access patterns between 1995 and 1998 at a specific sampling spot, and the
consequences for caching. They concluded that e.g. there was less popularity imbalance
among files in the 1998 data set, and thus that caching was less successful for that data
set.
Qiu et al [30] study network topology and its effect on cache placement strategies. Their
results are that the topology does not affect performance to a large degree. Applegate et
al [3] analyze the cache placement in terms of content availability and construct a
placement algorithm to satisfy high availability requirements.
Rossi and Rossini [32] evaluate cache eviction policies and their resulting performance.
They find e.g. that one of the crucial factors for achieving good cache performance is
the shape of the request stream, i.e. the !!(Zipf) parameter. Ardelius et al [4] outline an
analytic approach for evaluating performance of cache policies in large networks, and
use that to show how in-network caching can be useful. Che et al [11] analyze caching
in a hierarchical two-level tree, and finds that cooperative caching would reduce
memory usage and CPU usage relative to traditional uncooperative caches. They also
e.g. introduce an approximation that relates the exponent in the power law distribution
to the hit rate achieved by caches.
Fayasbakhsh et al [17] compare and evaluate the effect of pervasive caching and edgeonly caching strategies, and conclude that the performance difference is a minor one.
Wolman et al [37] evaluate cooperative caching strategies using simulation based and
model-based approaches. Cooperative caching is akin to high-level (close to data
source) caches in a hierarchical cache tree with regards to the large client population to
be served. How client population affects the advantages of cooperative caching is
studied, and the conclusion is that it provides returns that diminish with large client
populations, which in line with Fayasbakhsh et al.
Wolman et al [37] model document changes, changes in the data catalog, and their point
is that, for performance, there is a relationship between document change rate and the
request rate; intuitively, if the request rate is high but the catalog changes slowly, the hit
rate achieved will be high.
Lu et al [21] investigate proxy-based differentiated caching, and use a control theoretic
approach in which they make use of a PID controller in the Squid proxy server. The
results are that differentiated caching results in improved performance for “premium
content”, as defined by the authors.
!
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Abdesslem et al [7] study the cacheability of Youtube videos in cell networks, and show
that a local cache can achieve up to 20% hit rate, depending on the parameters used. The
authors’ work is similar to ours in that they study network caching using the same data
set, but has differences in e.g. data types (MIME) allowed and does not look at dynamic
sizing of caches.
Imbrenda et al [19] investigate the use of micro-CDNs within ISP networks to reduce
redundant web traffic. In order to determine the potential traffic reduction the CDN
provides, popularity and cacheability of requests is characterized.
Profiling users of cellular networks was done in [20], [36], [26], [16], [35] and [9].
More specifically, in [20], hierarchical co-clusters of users and their usage profiles were
produced, for short time intervals (30 minutes to 6 hours), based on 24-hour network
traces. Only a few clusters could capture the online behavior of 500,000 users during
the observed period, and over 60% of users do not change to the behaviors of another
cluster, during the whole period they are active.
In Trestian et al [36], correlations between users’ application interests and patterns of
visited locations, based on a 3G data set, in a metropolitan region, are identified. The
most popular applications used in users’ “comfort zones” (commonly visited places)
concern music playback, and the focus of app usage shift to other apps that are less
battery-intensive, while staying connected to social networks.
Internet usage patterns have been studied for small groups of users (up to 255 users) in
[26], [16], [35]. This was based on detailed data captured on the cell phone itself. In
Böhmer et al [9], cell phone mobile app usage is studied over a time period of over four
months, using data collected from 4000 users geographically spread out, which helps
overcome bias in the study and thus give a correct description of usage patterns of
typical users.
Earlier research concerning the analysis of traffic from a global network viewpoint are
e.g. [29], [34], [38] & [40]. Shafiq et al [34] introduces a predictive model that infers
the volume of traffic based on which device category (e.g. modem or cell phone) is used
and on their associated patterns of use (e.g. writing mail or browsing the web). In Zhang
et al [40], the authors study correlations between network metrics (on packet, flow and
session-level) and application usage by users.
[39], [27] are examples of research in which the authors correlate mobile usage with
wireless communications usage. Yuan et al [39] investigates the correlation between
three indicators of travel behavior with frequency of phone calls, based on data from
900,000 users in one city over nine days. Nobis et al [27] studied longer-term travel
behavior and finds e.g. that cell phone usage increases with increased travel.
!
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Xu et al [38] classify popularity, coverage geographically and periodicity of apps using
a one-week cellular network trace, and they find that 20% of popular apps use only local
coverage, which give rise to the possibility of caching this locally in the network. Paul
et al [29] look at spatial and temporal variation of traffic on both user-level and on the
level of cellular base stations, based on a one-week trace of cell trace data. On the basestation level, periodicity of traffic is less visible than for the whole network, while there
are clear signs of periodicity for individual users, in terms of e.g. traffic volume and
visited locations.
!
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3. Method
To deliver the desired results articulated in the problem statement, a starting point was
to read up on the research, i.e. the state of the art in network caching, including the
closely-related research papers also produced at SICS. This combined with studying the
source code, functionality and behavior of the simulators used in the SICS papers, was
necessary to obtain the required understanding to be able to determine the appropriate
way ahead, e.g. how to integrate and improve the simulators and which results that
could be analyzed when the implementation work is completed. Under the following
subsections, the implementation work performed in the context of this master thesis
project is described.

3.1 Improvement and integration of simulators
For this thesis project, functionality from the three simulators fmdcache (in C++),
efraimsim (in Python, SimPy and NetworkX), and the cache-control (in Python and
python-control) simulator (all described above) was to be integrated into a single
simulator in order be able to simulate different factors that affect cache effectiveness at
the same time, in the same simulation, thus possibly providing for more useful
experimental results and conclusions. The factors are e.g. placement, for instance
pervasive versus edge caching, which was provided in efraimsim. Cache sizing, eviction
policies, and also to some degree placement (e.g. tree fan-out and number of levels)
were provided by fmdcache. The cache-control simulator provided for dynamic cache
sizing, but only for a single cache, and with not so many other customizable factors. A
sizable portion of the work of this thesis project concerned integrating functionality of
these simulators in an appropriate manner.
The initial plan was to port and merge the functionality of the C++ simulator into
efraimsim and thus create an integrated simulator written in Python. The work started
by studying the fmdcache simulator source code and reading the associated paper [23].
The source code was a legacy C++ project, with manual memory management,
destructors, and raw C arrays. The raw C arrays were used to provide for the
hierarchical tree of caches used in the simulator, to be more specific an array of arrays
were used. Another part of the code that was less than ideal was the use of C file APIs
(Application Programming Interfaces) without error checking, which led to a crash on
startup when the simulator was initially tested.
Work continued by porting the simulator to a modern C++ version, fixing error
checking, changing to use standard library collections rather than raw arrays, using
smart pointers and removing superfluous manually defined constructors, etc. This for
instance led to finding a bug of logging an illegal memory location (garbage), so that
part of the logging was disabled thus fixing an instance of incorrect behavior. The use
of more modern C++ makes it easier to extend, modify and study the code base, and
makes it less prone to bugs.

!
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The version of fmdcache used did not have any real data importer, and could only use
Zipf-based synthetic data. It could be run, but there were no visualizations of the data
ready to be used. Also, the logging formats used were undocumented and it was not
clear how the logs should be used unless by reverse engineering of the source code. The
hope was to receive documentation of the logging by Ian Marsh, one of the authors of
that paper [23].
Work continued by studying the efraimsim simulator and its associated paper Bjurling
et al [8], e.g. by splitting it up into multiple python files and looking at tools to analyze
python code and see which parts are dead code and which are actually executed, as a
way to aid in getting a good understanding of this piece of Python code. Also just
reading the code and running the simulator was attempted, but the usage instructions
were really unhelpful. A meeting with Björn Bjurling, one of the authors of the paper,
made things clearer, in particular how to run an equivalent simulation as in their paper.
This simulation run only used Zipf-based data, as in their paper. A problem that
remained was that the source code was really hard to read and study, which led to the
idea of cleaning up the code before proceeding with integrating the simulators. This
however turned out to be problematic due to the general mess of the code. The absence
of static types in Python also made it worse.
The cache-control simulator and paper [22] were also studied. The necessity to study
this paper and simulator at this stage in time was partly a result of the author of this
thesis having agreed to present a poster presenting the cache-control paper at a
conference. This presentation went well, and a lot was learned preparing for the
conference. The source code of the cache-control system was studied, and it was e.g.
discovered that the declared python-control dependency was in practice not used; hence
it was appropriate to remove it. Instead, the code used a hand-coded implementation of
a PID controller, and associated filters.
The absence of static types in Python and messy code of efraimsim, combined with the
cache-control code being essentially dependency-free, and also the fact that a C/C++
code base is preferable for integrating with e.g. network simulators in the future,
convinced the author that the way forward was to construct a unified simulator in C++
rather than Python. The revised plan became to first integrate the cache-control into
fmdcache, and to later integrate missing important features from efraimsim into
fmdcache.
The implementation of a line-by-line port of the cache-control code into modern C++
was also conducted, resulting in a program that compiled, was runnable and appeared to
produce identical results as the Python simulator. Then this code was adapted to be used
as a cache size determiner in the individual caches of the hierarchical tree of fmdcache.
This program appeared to run, but the problem was that the results could not be studied
because of the unclear logging (described above) of fmdcache. Additional logging code,
and visualization work was therefore needed, to study the dynamics of this cachecontrol in a tree of caches.
!
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3.2 Improved logging and visualization
The need for improved logging and visualization is clear from the previous paragraph.
Additionally, visualization was needed because of an upcoming presentation of the
cache work at SICS. Work on an appropriate way to visualize the simulation thus
commenced.
Modern JavaScript and web-based visualizations using the libraries D3 and C3 was
determined to be an appropriate choice, enabling an easy interactive experience that can
make it easier for potential users to get started. A couple of different visualizations were
produced (shown in the Results and analysis chapter), also necessitating the adding of
new logging code to fmdcache. A JSON-based log format was used as a log format, due
to the ubiquitousness of JSON and its ease of usage in JavaScript. The most
sophisticated visualization mode implemented was designed to inspect the behavior of
dynamic cache sizing in a hierarchical tree of caches, stepping through time instants in
the simulated world, and seeing how e.g. the sizing evolved as the simulation run
evolved.
3.2.1 Running everything in the browser
Visualizations were implemented, but the workflow to simulate and visualize was
suboptimal. A simulation had to be run from the command line, specifying parameters
to fmdcache as standard command line flags. Then, fmdcache would simulate and
output log files to its logs directory. The right log files would then have to be copied to
the directory of the visualization program, and the visualization be started.
Work on a more convenient workflow started, partly because a demonstration was
going to be presented at an event, but also because a convenient workflow aids in
running simulations in general. An idea was devised, to use the Emscripten C++ to
JavaScript compiler to compile the simulator and see if it could be made to run inside a
JavaScript VM (Virtual machine), and thus inside a web browser. This went rather
smoothly after some work.
However, just running the simulation inside a JavaScript VM does not improve the
simulate-plus-visualize workflow. It was desirable to have an integrated simulation that
could be run and visualized all inside the browser. Therefore, some work was done to
run the emscripten inside a browser in web worker (to avoid freezing the browser when
executing the simulation), send messages to it containing the input parameters for the
simulation, and receive the resulting log JSON data that could be visualized just as
before.
The result was an integrated experience where parameters can be specified right in the
browser, the simulation run in the browser and the results visualized right there just
when the simulation completes. This integrated web app was used to present, and
provided for an interesting demonstration that shed light on complex cache dynamics.

!
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3.3 Further improvements
A feature that was included in efraimsim but not in fmdcache, and we added to
fmdcache is the ability run a simulation with edge-only as opposed to pervasive
caching. This will allow one to study the difference between edge caching and pervasive
caching strategies in the same simulation environment as the other modifiable factors in
fmdcache. This was the identified main feature that was lacking in fmdcache compared
to efraimsim.
Fmdcache at that point lacked a real data importer for a real data trace, for running
simulations on a non-Zipf data stream, such as a log of network traffic from an ISP. In
the context of this thesis project, a traffic dump was obtained in CSV format (plain text
file with comma-separated values), so it was desirable to implement an importer for that
dump. It was identified as a problem that fmdcache at that point did not include an
abstraction for the data stream used, a problem that was remedied by refactoring the
code a bit, implementing the notion of a traffic stream. The previously existing Zipfbased logic is now just another traffic stream. Another implemented traffic stream is the
one for importing the CSV file, which seems to work well, except for missing support
for loading such a file when running fmdcache through the browser. However, in the
simulations executed in this report, the other traffic streams are enough. Further traffic
streams implemented are special so-called idealized streams that we use in the analysis
chapter below, further details about those streams are described there.
The visualization work and the web browser integrated simulation that was described
previously was further improved to allow stepping through time for each and every
network request issued, allowing a detailed inspection and understanding of what
happens. Also implemented was the ability to see e.g. all items contained in each cache,
the sampled hit rate in each cache node, if the current request was a hit or miss; all at the
time instant inspected. All these improvements were designed to allow for improved
opportunities for inspection and understanding of the dynamics of caching with a
dynamic cache sizing approach. Some further improvements and changes to the code
base were also implemented.

3.4 The result
As a consequence of all the implementation work performed, the resulting simulation
program is based on the original fmdcache program but has evolved into an integrated
tool which can be run directly within a web browser, visualizing the multi-node cache
system in a clear way and using modern technologies. Additionally, features from the
two other simulators have been integrated into it. Consequently, the new fmdcache is
now a good foundation for conducting various forms of analysis, but could also be
further improved in the future.
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4. Results and analysis
In order to both evaluate the implementation work performed for this thesis, and to first
and foremost accomplish goal 2 of this thesis, to analyze cache dynamics and shed light
on how different factors such as size and placement affect cache effectiveness, and
finally how high cache effectiveness can be achieved, a set of different analyses of the
dynamics of caching in hierarchical trees have been performed. The experimental setups
and each of their results are presented in this chapter.
The simulation tool produced in the context of this thesis work can in the future be used
by others for further research, probably in more advanced ways, which is one of the
goals of the thesis. In this work it was used to obtain some insights regarding the
complex problem of how network caching behaves in a hierarchical tree of caches.
Earlier research by e.g. Che et al [11] and Marsh et al [23] has given an introduction and
a theoretical understanding of how a hierarchical tree of caches behaves, and Marsh et
al [22] has given insights into how dynamic cache sizing based on the control theoretic
approach used in this work behaves for a single cache, not for a hierarchy of caches. In
this report, further insights and analysis regarding how caching works in a hierarchical
tree is presented in the subsection below. In the subsection following that, an analysis of
cache dynamics of dynamically sized caches in a hierarchical tree has been done,
scratching the surface of a complex problem.

4.1 Static cache sizing
An interesting and relevant topic that relates to how caching works and how it depends
on placement, is how the hit rate, a measure of cache effectiveness, depends on which
level in the hierarchy we are looking at. Another relevant topic is how the size of each
cache affects the hit rate, i.e. what is the “optimal” cache size to achieve a reasonable hit
rate without sacrificing too much storage at each cache.
In the current simulation tool, when specifying a static cache size (number of items that
a cache can hold), that size will be the same for all caches in the tree, something which
could be discussed whether it makes sense, or if it would make more sense to e.g.
instead set the total cache size per level, so that each level would have the same space
allocated, but levels further down the hierarchy would have that distributed among more
caches. As it is in the current implementation, this will surely affect the results, which is
why it is mentioned here.
In the simulations below, we are using a document catalog of 1000 documents, !
parameter of the Zipf distribution parameter set to 1.1, for practical reasons. The catalog
!

size means that if a cache is sized X items it is size !" !% of the whole catalog. The fanout has been fixed to two, to obtain a binary tree, and the number of levels was fixed to
4. The eviction policy used was LRU, i.e. least-recently-used. These factors are thus not
studied in these two experiments, but are instead held fixed.
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4.1.1 Placement

Figure 1. The number of hits/misses recorded for different cache levels

Figure 2. The hit rates (%) recorded for different cache levels.

In figure 1 and figure 2, we can see the results of a simulation. In figure 1, it is
presented in terms of the count of hits and misses at each level, whereas in figure 2 it is
presented in terms of the (standard) hit rate metric.

!
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As can be seen in figure 1, the level closest to end-users receives the largest number of
requests, and only passing through its misses as requests to the next level, and in the
same way for the other levels. The caches in each level thus act as “low-pass” filters, in
effect filtering out the requests for the most popularly requested content from reaching
the next levels.
From figure 2, in the level closest to end-users the hit rate achieved (20%) is much
higher than for the higher levels (around 6%) in the cache hierarchy. There are multiple
reasons this would make sense. One reason is that since each level act as a “low-pass”
filter caching the most popular items, according to its eviction policy, approximately the
most popular content overall gets cached in the first level, while requests for not-aspopular items pass through to the next levels, and the many requests for many different
documents will not allow them to reach a high hit rate. Another reason is the fact
already mentioned, that in the current simulator, total cache size for a level is
proportional to the number of nodes in a level, and the lowest level has the largest
number of nodes. More storage in the leaf nodes thus contributes to that level achieving
a high hit rate.
4.1.2 Sizing

!

Figure 3. Hit rate as a function of cache size per cache node. The opened tooltip at
size=64 gives the exact hit rate percentages with that size.
In this case, we have run multiple simulations, varying the size of the caches. This was
done in order to see how large caches need to be to achieve a reasonably high hit rate,
and to see at what cache size (if any) we start to observe diminishing returns from
increasing the cache size further. The results can be seen in figure 3. It is clear that the
same behavior discussed previously, where level 1 generally has higher hit rates, can
also be seen here. The returns seem to diminish after a size of 64 (around 6% of the
catalog), at least for level 1, so that is a size that seems appropriate to set. Though, this
of course depends on the request stream in question. This same simulation could be
used with another data set, allowing us to find another level. The threshold identified
could also depend on other caching factors.
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4.2 Dynamic cache sizing
In the simulations below, we use a document catalog of 1000 unique documents (items).
!

The catalog size means that if a cache is sized to X items it is size !" !% of the whole
catalog. We have fixed the fan-out to two, so we have a binary tree, and fixed the
number of levels to 3. The binary fan-out and three levels is a mostly arbitrary choice
except for the fact that it results in a tree that is manageable and possible to grasp
visually, while still consisting of more than a few nodes and thus is more interesting to
study than, say, a single-node tree.
The eviction policy used was LRU, i.e. least-recently-used. The hit rate target
(reference) is set to 30% for the control loops in all cache nodes. The reasoning for this
low value is that adding up the hit rates of the three levels, we would achieve a high hit
rate overall, and it seems odd and potentially wasteful to target a high e.g. 70% hit rate
in each level. This is just intuitive reasoning however, and these assumptions could
potentially be shown to be incorrect. The effects of these factors are thus not studied in
the experiments in this subsection, since they are held fixed. See figure 4 for an
illustration of the hierarchical tree setup and the different nodes.

Figure 4. An illustration of the hierarchy in this multi-node cache system. End-users are
not shown, but are thought of as each being below one of the four leaf (Level 1) nodes.
!
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To test whether the dynamic cache sizing works properly, and to see interesting effects,
we have used idealized request streams to simulate situations where it is possible to
reason about what should happen theoretically and intuitively. By idealized stream we
mean a sequence of requests for the simulation, i.e. which end-users request what
content at which times, that is used as a substitute for a more realistic stream, e.g. one
based on a real traffic dump from an ISP, or from a Zipf-based generated synthetic
stream that is more or less realistic. After studying the behavior of idealized streams, we
will end this chapter by seeing the controllers at work in a more realistic (Zipf) request
stream, and analyze the results of that.
4.2.1 Behavior using idealized stream A - disjoint Zipf
In this idealized stream, each leaf (L1 node) will receive the same number of requests.
The nodes “Level 1: 0” and “Level 1: 1” get requests for documents from a set of
possible values disjoint (not intersecting with) with the set of possible values for
requests to “Level 1: 2” and “Level 1: 3”. This means that the left part of the tree will
get requests for different documents than the right part. The left and right parts both get
requests from Zipf distributions, albeit with different α values, respectively, !!"#$ and
!!"#!! .
We have set !!"#$ to 1.5 and !!"#!! to 0.9. Thus, the left side will see a more heavytailed request pattern, meaning that it will more often than the right side receive
multiple requests for the same items, the most popular few items (analogous to the
absolute top words in popularity in the English language).
A concrete example of this kind of request stream would be that the left part of the tree
is a town with a large portion of users in a specific demographic group who tend to
request a lot of the same content (e.g. viral videos), whereas the right half of the tree is a
town with a more diverse population, whose request stream is thus likely more diversely
distributed (less heavy-tailed).
A more heavy-tailed request patterns should in theory mean that less storage in caches
is necessary to achieve a specified hit rate, since a small set of items will be requested a
very substantial fraction of the incoming requests. With all nodes having a target
(reference) hit rate of 30% in their respective control loops, this should result in the
nodes to the right needing larger caches to maintain the same hit rates as the nodes to
the left. What happens in the higher up, L3, cache that indirectly receives requests from
both streams, remains to be seen. Perhaps it could be that the lower level caches act as a
low-pass filter to keep the most popular items in the respective streams, whereas the L3
cache would have to keep less-popular content and still keeping a 30% hit rate, thus
having to keep more items than the sum of items contained in caches on the level below.
There will obviously always exist some ephemeral overlap between the content in the
caches in the different levels, for instance resulting from a new, never before seen, item
always initially being inserted at all levels.
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The simulation framework produced in this thesis project allows for specifying the
parameters in a web-based graphical user interface, then executing a simulation run,
which runs inside the browser in C++ code compiled to JavaScript which is then run in
web worker so as to not freeze the user interface in the browser while performing the
simulation work. The results can then be visualized, for all the simulated time instants
(time instants measured as current request number in the simulation). We begin to look
at the time instant t=1, before any requests have been issued, and with all caches empty
and at their initial capacity of one item, see figure 5.

Figure 5. The simulation at time instant t=1, i.e. before any request have been issued.
In figure 5, we can also see that the sampled hit rate (denoted as HR) in each node is not
available yet, since there have been too few (more specifically, zero) requests to be able
to sample a hit rate. It should be noted that the sampled hit rate is based on (up to) the
latest 100 requests, with the controller parameters based on earlier work by Marsh et al
[22] to achieve a reasonable error in the sampled rate. It can also be seen that the size of
each cache (denoted by s) is 1, as that is the initial and minimal capacity of every cache
in the current implementation. Finally, each cache is empty as the values of n are zero
everywhere.
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Figure 6. The simulated tree at time instant t=2, after the first issued request.
In figure 6, we can see the state of the simulated world after the first request, a request
for item 15 by a user connected through the cache node “Level 1: 0”. This request was
obviously a miss in all cache levels, as a can be seen from the informational text “miss”
on the side of each cache node involved. It should be noted that if the request issued to
“Level 1: 0” would have a been hit there, i.e. if that item was contained in that cache, a
request would not have been issued to nodes further up the hierarchy, so those node
would not be involved at all in that case, which would also mean that the “hit”
informational text would only show for node “Level 1: 0” and for no other nodes. The
contents of each cache after the request have been issued and processed can be
visualized by hovering the mouse pointer over the cache in question, which is what we
are doing for node “Level 2: 0” in this case. Indeed, we can see that the item 15 is now
contained in that case. It is also contained in the other two involved caches. A final note,
the value s=45 for the capacities of the caches have been calculated based on what value
the PI controller outputs when there are too few sampled hits/misses. In all time
instants, the size s is the size the control algorithm in each node determines is
appropriate to result in the desired hit rate of 30%. It should be noted that in this early
stage, the value 45 is rather arbitrary.
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Figure 7. The state of the world as of time instant t=3.
In figure 7 we can see the world as of t=3, the request immediately following the
previously inspected one. It can be seen that item 1 was requested by a user under node
“Level 1: 1”, and missed by all the involved caches, which also means it was added to
these three nodes. “Level 3: 0” and “Level 2: 0” now both contain items 1 and 15,
meaning that if any of these items in the near future is requested by nodes below, they
will get a hit from these nodes. It should be noted that in the case of this idealized
stream, the right half can never request items 1 and 15, so holding these in “Level 3: 0”
is essentially unnecessary and they can just as well be held only by “Level 2: 0” or
nodes below. The caching system, however, is not aware of our underlying streams and
thus cannot know this.
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Figure 8. The simulation at t=5. Note that the blue tooltip box shows the items
contained in the cache node “Level 2: 1”.
Jumping ahead two time instants, in figure 8, we can see that the users in the right half
of the tree requested items 513 and 529. It should be noted that in this idealized stream,
the right half may request items over number 500 while the left side under number 500,
so everything is apparently working as intended.
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Figure 9. The simulation at t=6.
In figure 9, it can be seen that “Level 1: 0” requested item 1, which was requested by
“Level 1: 1” earlier and thus is cached in “Level 2: 0”, which is why it was a hit and
“Level 3” or the data source did not have to be asked for anything. Item 1 is the
statistically most requested item in the left stream, and given that the left stream is
heavy-tailed, item 1 is bound to be requested again many times. Indeed, as figure 10
shows, item 1 was requested again in the subsequent request. In contrast, the set of
requested items in the right half should be more diverse.
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Figure 10. The simulation at t=7. Item 1 was requested again.
!
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Figure 11. The simulated world at t=72, where all cache nodes have sampled hit rates.
Jumping ahead to t=72, the first time instant where all cache nodes have sampled hit
rates, we can see that the hit rates and sizes vary both according to stream (right or left
half) and cache level, see figure 11. The top node has a low hit rate, probably due to it
not having received enough requests yet to provide a satisfactory catalog of cached
items. The left half of the tree apparently only needs size=1 in order to achieve a higher
than 30% hit rate. This is so because it so often receives requests for the very most
popular few items, i.e. the single-digit items, because of the heavy-tailed nature of that
request stream, that the chance one of them is in the caches is high even with s = 1. The
right hand side of the tree receives more varied requests, and thus has to have larger
cache sizes to achieve the desired hit rate. The results are thus in line with our
reasoning, and the implementation thus seems to work as intended. It can also be seen
that in the node “Level 1: 2” of the right side of the tree, the contained items mostly are
in the 5xx range, whereas requested items can be in the range 501-1000. This also
shows that the right stream is heavy-tailed, but not as extremely so as is the case for the
left hand side stream.
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Figure 12. Jumped ahead to time instant t=1300, where all hit rates are close to 30%.
In figure 12, we have jumped ahead to t=1300, which is the first time instant found
where all hit rates are very close to 30%. It can be seen that in the common cache of the
left side, five items in the range 1-8 are cached, which make sense since low-numbered
items are the most requested in that stream. Apparently, a size of five is enough to
achieve a hit rate of 30% after this many requests. Additionally, the leaf nodes of the
left side have taken on the minimum size of 1, which apparently is enough to achieve
the desired hit rate. Now why would the leaf nodes need fewer items in their storage to
achieve the same hit rate as the “Level 2: 0” node, when they all receive requests from
the same stream? The answer is probably that the leaf nodes filter out a fraction of the
request for much-requested items, thus the Level 2 node is getting a less heavy-tailed
stream and also receive a larger number of requests than one leaf node does.
Interestingly, a desired quality of using a common cache for users with the same request
stream, with shared and thus cheaper storage has been achieved without manually
regulating any of the caches. This could be an indication that the Level 1 caches are
superfluous in the left half of the topology.
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Normally, one would assume that the higher up the hierarchy the larger storage needed
to achieve the same hit rate, since popular requests are filtered and the higher-up cache
receive more requests. As can be seen in the right side of the tree, however, Level 2 has
size 74 whereas Level 3 has size 50. This could make sense since half of the requests
Level 3 receives comes from the more heavy-tailed left side stream, thus needing to
cache few items from there. Indeed, the contents of the Level 3 cache in this instant are
{1,2,5,6,7,8,9,10,14,15,16,17,31,43,44,48,182,214,508,513,522,525,526,528,529,544,5
62,564,570,573,574,577,588,594,595,604,688,705,716,717,724,736,759,771,795,858,8
62,873,890,963}, less than half are from the left hand stream (numbers below 500).
“Level 2: 1” also holds mostly the items from the popular 5xx series, especially the 50x
items.
!
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Jumping ahead further in time, it can be seen that there is some overshoot and there are
some fluctuations in the sampled hit rate, which seem to vary from around 20% to 40%
in the normal case, often staying within a few percentage points of the reference
(setpoint) hit rate. The other variables, e.g. the cache sizes, also vary, however some
approximate relationships between sizes seem to remain. For instance, see figure 13, at
the end of this simulation run, at t=3000, it can be seen that in the right-hand side the
biggest sized cache is in level 2, followed by level 3, followed by level 1, as in the
previous time instant inspected. Also, the absolute numbers of the sizes are relatively
close to what they were. The left side seems to be in a state of flux however, since
which of its three caches in levels 1 and 2 are larger than 1 in size varies continually.
They all apparently fluctuate between sizes between around 1-5 items. This is probably
because of the interaction between the lower bound of the sizes (=1) in this simulator,
and the very heavy-tailed nature of the stream.

Figure 13. The simulation at the end of time, i.e. at t=3000.
As a final note, it can be said that it is surprising that the dynamic cache sizing
algorithm handles the varying request streams and controllers in a tree pretty well, and
achieve the feat of keeping the hit rates relatively close to the hit point throughout the
tree for the duration of the simulation (except of course in the start-up period). It could
probably be made to work even better e.g. with controller parameters tuned for this kind
of situation.
!
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4.2.2 Behavior using idealized stream B - repeated patterns
In this idealized stream, requests are round robin distributed amongst the leaves; there is
no differentiation between the left hand side and right hand sides of the tree, in contrast
to the previously analyzed idealized stream. The request stream is made up of repeated
consecutive requests for a single specific item a specified number of times, r. Then, the
next specific item is also requested for r times. The number of unique items is
determined by the parameter n. When such a sequence of has been traversed, the stream
will request the first item for r times once again. And so on.
This idealized stream is by its nature less realistic than idealized stream A; it is very
unlikely with this kind of stream in the real world, with a group of end-users only
requesting a single content item repeatedly for a while and not requesting any other item
in between. It could possibly occur in small-scale context, though, although it is unclear
where except for synthetic testing. The idea of this idealized stream is to test how the
controllers do their work in this case, with a number of different parameter
combinations for (r,n) that are interesting to study. This is interesting to see whether e.g.
the sampling period of 100 items, to calculate hit rates, is problematic and if so in what
ways.
If we set the n to an arbitrary number, say 5, and r to a large number, larger than the
sampling period, e.g. 200, we would see a stream requesting the item 1 for 200 times,
then item 2 for 200 times and so on until the item number 5. What intuitively should
happen is that item 1 will be cached on the first request, then it will hit for all the
remaining requests for item 1 until item 2 starts being requested. Thus, the sampled hit
rate should always remain close to 100%, based on the long sampling period of 100
requests. Therefore, the cache sizes should remain at their minimum value of 1 for the
whole of the simulation.
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Figure 14. Idealized stream B at time instant t=206, the first instant where all nodes
have sampled hit rates.
Starting the simulation and jumping to the first time instant where all nodes have
sampled hit rates, t=206, we can see the state of the world after item 1 has been
requested 200 times, and a switch has recently occurred in the stream, to it requesting
number 2 instead, see figure 14. “Level 1: 0” still contained item 1, which is why the
request was a miss, but that has now been replaced by item 2 which means hits are that
will be seen for that node for a large number of time instants ahead, until the switch to
item 3. The earlier formulated hypothesis is correct in that all nodes get size = 1 because
of consistently satisfactory hit rates, but we assumed all hit rates would be 100%,
whereas it can be seen that the hit rates in the non-leaf nodes are lower. This is so likely
because the large majority of repeated requests for the single item is filtered by the leaf
nodes, the higher up levels thus do not get many repeated requests. Instead, the non-leaf
nodes should further ahead average 50% hit rate, since each of their two children will
only request from them in the event of a switch of items (in the idealized stream), and
the first such request will miss and the other hit, thus a 50% hit rate. In this time instant,
the rates are lower since the start-up phase of the simulation is included in the average.
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Figure 15. Jumped ahead to time instant t=3000.
In figure 15, we have jumped ahead to the end of the simulation, to time t=3000. It can
be seen that the hit rate is approaching 50% in the non-leaf nodes, as predicted. The
controllers are overall working well, but the hit rates achieved are too high (above the
target of 30%). This is because of the lower size bound of 1 for the sizes, which is a
detail in the current implementation that probably does not matter for realistic
workloads.
In order to see if the controllers can reach their reference hit rate even with this lower
bound, we changed the set point hit rate to a higher value, 100%, which should be
perfectly achievable when there are only 5 different content items requested in the case
of this idealized stream. See figure 16 for the simulated world at the end of time
(t=10000 in this case). The leaf nodes have hit rates below 100%, which means they get
non-zero sizes; this part works as intended. The same phenomenon as described earlier
still unfortunately limits the max hit rate of non-leaf nodes to 50%.
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Figure 16. The end of time (t=10000) of a new simulation with the hit rate set point set
to 100%.
This idealized stream seem to work as intended, however the unrealistic nature of the
stream provides for a few interesting dynamics, which we have discussed. Another
interesting experiment could be to approximately swap the parameters n and r, so n is
high and r is low. This would however result in close to a rectangular distribution of
content, which would require really big caches to achieve 30% hit rate.
!
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4.2.3 Behavior using a realistic stream
The two previous analyses have looked at how dynamic cache sizing using the control
theoretic approach described in this thesis behaves in a three-level hierarchy, with
idealized request streams that are not at all closely aligned with realistic request patterns
of users on the Internet. We will now proceed to run a simulation with the same setup
but with the request stream changed from idealized streams to a realistic Zipf-based
stream with α = 1.2. Based on the results we have seen from the idealized streams, it
seems the controllers are mostly working as intended, and as such it is likely they will
manage to keep the fluctuations around the reference hit rate of 30% relatively low even
in the case of a more realistic stream. How well the caches with controllers interact with
each other, and how the cache sizes and contained items are distributed among the
cache nodes remains to be seen, however.

Figure 17. A realistic stream at time instant t=59, the first instant with sampled hit rates
everywhere.
In figure 17, we have started such a simulation and jumped to t=59, the first time instant
with sampled hit rates available everywhere. In this situation, it is clear that the cache
system is still in a start-up or warm-up phase, not yet having reached the set point of
30% at all nodes. The heavy-tailed nature of the Zipf distribution is evident in the
contained items of the top-level cache (seen in the blue tooltip) as the most-popular
items according to Zipf, i.e. the lowest numbers, are most represented in the cache.
There are 1000 different items, but the nine single-digit numbers account for 4/22 of the
cache, and the 99 fewer-than-three-digit numbers account for 17/22 of the cache.
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Figure 18. The simulation with a realistic stream, at t=500. Note how the approximate
sizes (s) vary depending on hierarchical level.
In figure 18, the results of jumping forward to t=500 can be seen, a time instant where
all caches seem to have reached their setpoint, but are fluctuating around it by a few
percentage points. A relationship that seems to exist is that the sizes of caches in a
specific level is approximately the double of each node in the level below, or the same
total cache space as the level below (since it is a binary tree). It is not clear if this will
hold for the remainder of the simulation, but it is interesting nonetheless. Could it be so
because the levels below act as a low-pass filter, or is it possibly so because the node in
a level receives half the number of requests (or less) as a node in the level below?
Another interesting point to note is that as usual, in the inspected cache “Level 1: 2”, the
low-numbered items dominate, as they should in the Zipf distribution.
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Figure 19. Simulation with a realistic stream at the end of time, t=3000 in this case.
In figure 19, at time instant t=3000, the end of this simulation, the approximate
relationships between sizes in different levels hold, except for “Level 1: 1” that deviates
from this temporarily. The hit rates are overall close to the reference of 30%, indicating
that the dynamic cache sizing works appropriately.
In essence, the dynamic cache sizing approach studied seem to work, however the
variance in the hit rates could potentially be reduced by improving the algorithm and/or
re-tuning it for a multi-level hierarchical cache system setting. In the current
implementation, it already seems to be a good way to dynamically dimension caches,
stabilize hit rates and thus obtain a high QoE for end-users.
In the binary tree case (i.e. fan-out = 2) studied, the relationship between cache level
and cache size (space allocated) at the end of time is as follows. The sizes per node
seem to approximately double for every level higher up in the tree, which in the binary
tree case would coincide with having approximately equal total size per level; total sizes
are, for L1, L2 and L3 respectively, 12+1+18+9=40, 18+27=45 and 55. This can likely
be explained by the lower levels acting as a low pass filter, keeping the most popular
content and thus requiring lower sizes to achieve the same hit rate.
!
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For a realistic traffic stream, comparing the results here with the case of static cache
sizing (in section 4.1) we can see the following. With static cache sizing, achieving a
specified hit rate and keeping that is tricky, especially, as is the case with a realistic
stream, if we do not know the incoming request patterns. We basically have to set a
static size for each cache based on earlier experience or rules of thumb, but we still see
varying hit rates, both along the different levels, amongst the different nodes and across
time. In contrast, with this dynamic cache sizing approach, once the system has passed
its initial fill-up phase, after only a few hundred requests, we achieve relatively stable
hit rates (small fluctuations around the reference hit rate, 30% in this case) in all the
cache nodes, without the controllers knowing anything a priori about the underlying
traffic stream. Thus, the efficacy of this dynamic cache sizing approach is demonstrated.
This is also in line with the successful hit rate stabilization for a single cache (not a
hierarchy of caches, as in this case) achieved in Marsh et al [22].
!
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5. Discussion and conclusions
The results outlined in the previous section indicate that a way to achieve stable hit rates
and thus high QoE is using a control loop in each node of a multi-node cache system, to
regulate their sizes based on the sampled hit rate in a feedback loop, as is provided by
the simulator constructed in the context of this thesis project. For this to be effective it
has to be assumed that it is possible to continually regulate how much cache space you
as a cache operator rent, alternatively if you as cache operator have found alternative
uses for the space you rent (or own), that can be phased in and out relatively quickly. A
suggested use for this part of the space is a push-based cache, e.g. helping to host
operating system updates and such content that is typically explicitly pushed to caches
in advance.
The ability to simulate such a cache control system in a multi-node cache system, not
just for a single cache, is a novelty in this thesis project. The experiments in the
previous chapter show that it works in line with what one could reasonably expect, thus
the simulation tool works as intended. Also, we have e.g. provided improved
visualization in the simulation tool. Thus, we have improved the simulation tool in
multiple ways. Indications of how the factors size and placement affect hit rate was also
presented in the previous chapter. Consequently, both goals of this thesis work have
been accomplished.
However, as mentioned in the introduction, network caching in general is a complex
system to model and analyze, because of e.g. shifting content and popularity across time
and space, and amongst different users. This is the case even for a single-cache static
size case. With the addition of a multiple-node cache hierarchy system, it becomes even
harder to analyze rigorously. The addition of dynamic cache sizing based on a control
loop per cache node to this makes it a very complex system. Therefore, visualization
has been used to analyze what happens without performing a rigorous analysis e.g. how
all possible inputs of the simulation affect the different outputs of the simulation. This
analysis is satisfactory at least for a mostly implementation-focused thesis project, and
answers the problem statement in an appropriate way.
This thesis project contributes through both implementation and analysis to the body of
research in the topic of network caching. In a larger context, these contributions can,
mainly through future research opportunities enabled by this work, lead to increased
and/or improved caching efficiency and thus an improved usage of network
infrastructure, leading to the improved QoE for a specified economical cost. This
improved usage of caching could take the form of either algorithms used within CDNs
or through a network protocol built-in caching mechanism in the longer-term, as part of
new or improved core Internet protocols (like e.g. ICN).
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In the next subsection we outline possible future work with this thesis work as a starting
point. This work can be both in terms of further implementation work, but also further
analysis with the existing framework.

5.1 Future research
With the existing implementation, or perhaps a slightly modified implementation for
e.g. altered visualization to visualize certain quantities that might be of interest, further
research could be performed, with further analysis and conclusions possibly drawn.
Not considering the visualization aspect, it could be interesting to e.g. perform a
rigorous analysis of different input parameters (e.g. size for the static size case,
controller parameters for the dynamic size case, placement, number of tree levels, cache
eviction policy used, whether caching is done only at the edges i.e. edge-only caching,
or throughout the tree i.e. pervasive caching) and the resulting output in terms of e.g. hit
rate achieved or hit rate variance. This could for instance take the form of a factor
analysis, e.g. a 2! factorial design [24] that would test all combinations of two values of
the different parameters, for all input parameters, i.e. simulation parameters. This could
potentially draw attention to which factors are the most important ones. This could e.g.
be followed by a principal component analysis to give further insights.
The control theoretic dynamic cache sizing approach in this thesis work shows promise
to improve QoE by stabilizing the hit rate, and it can be studied and improved further.
One way to improve it would be to re-tune the controller parameters (the two PI
controller scalar constants as well as the number of sampled hits/misses to use for a
sampled hit rate) for a multi-level cache network situation, since the current parameters
were obtained in the single-node case. A question that come to mind is if different
parameters for the different nodes could make sense, perhaps on a per tree level basis.
Another improvement to the control theoretic approach could be to introduce an
improved or more modern control algorithm. Introducing a differential parameter,
resulting in a full PID controller, is done to improve the reaction speed of the controller,
which might not make sense for caching as size changes very often and also the hit rate
input is sampled anyway. Another alternative is to consider modern control theoretic
methods such as an LQG (Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian) controller using modern statespace methods, which could potentially result in a more optimal controller and thus
potentially reduced variance in the hit rate.
Other improvements to the cache simulator could be to e.g. introduce content type
(MIME) differentiation to provide for different classes of content for the caching logic,
or introduce size bounds for content to be cached, i.e. a minimum and maximum size
for content to be cached. This since it might not make sense to fill up the cache with
huge files, or to cache tiny files that can be accessed quickly from the data source
(excluding network latency).
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To provide a more realistic simulation it is desirable to add network latency and
throughput bounds for the links between the nodes in a multi-level cache system. This
would give more realistic results, since the Internet always has latency and limited data
throughput, which can affect cache effectiveness. All this might be redundant work,
since there exist network simulation frameworks popular in the network research
community that could potentially be leveraged. One such framework is Omnet++ [28],
which we have in the context of this thesis work examined as a candidate for
integration. It is estimated that it would be a considerable amount of work to integrate
Omnet++ for adding latency and throughput to all the links (between cache tree nodes)
within this simulator, but putting the whole multi-level cache system as a single node in
Omnet++ could be done with little effort. A more thorough integration would probably
be preferable though, since latency should exist for all simulated network links for the
desired effects to be able to be studied.
!
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